Helpindiarojgar is a global online employment solution for people seeking jobs and employers.
We've been doing this for the community, and have expanded from our roots as a "job board" to
a global provider of a full array of job seeking, career management, recruitment, and talent
management products and services.
The main motto of this portal is to create a bridge between community youth and community
employers. We have started Up-skilling of community youth as per corporate requirement. At
Help India Rojgar we work to bring the community and opportunity to the job market, to enhance
lives, businesses, and communities around India.
Till now in Help India Rojgar has provided opportunities to job seekers to more than 15 cities
like
Ahmedabad, Bangalore, Chennai, Delhi Hyderabad, Indore, Jaipur, Kanpur, Kolkata,
Lucknow, Mumbai, and so on.
Mentioned below is a brief report of the number of Companies, Jobseekers, and Job Posted on
the website from the day of its inception till now.

Total Employers

1021

Job Seekers

235

Top Companies

Our Top Industries in which company are recruiting
Accounts
Advertising
Banking
Customer Service
Graphics/Web Designing
HR/Industrial Relations
IT- Software
Teaching/Education
IT-Hardware
Airlines

In the future, We thrive and deliver the best-recruiting platforms for connecting jobs and people.
We strive every day to help our customers hire and help people find jobs.
Help India Rojgar has a “Self Employment” Scheme in which the Help India Foundation
empowering and enriching the lives of every individual member of the foundation by providing
self-employment. We are providing a variety of opportunities on this platform for a member from
various industries and companies where they will help us in empowering our society.
Our main objective of providing the platform is For self-employment, creating opportunities in Urban and Rural areas by establishing
new services, businesses, and Micro industries.
 To provide employment opportunities near their residencies, by opening a home gallery
and depot.
 To prevent migration from hilly and rural areas in search of jobs.
Some points about Opportunity ProviderOpportunity provider is the person or organization providing various options for generating Self
Employment like Providing Raw Material and buy back that item
 Expansion of business on a franchise model
 Offers work as per the skill of the individual
 Giving techniques and complete guidelines to do business
Some points about Opportunity seeker-

An opportunity seeker is a person who wants to do something of his own where he is the
decision taker. He is the person who grabs the opportunity and always sees a chance and
jumps into it.
Another scheme of Help India Rojgaar is “Upskill Development”. Upskill courses provide highquality soft skills training to equip the candidates to excel in their profession. These trainings are
based on the latest industry practice and conducted by experts from that specific field. The Upskill
development acts as a bridge between the Company's needs and job seeker expectations.
Candidates who undergo training would also be subject to assessment and certification which
would enable trainees to get placements in multinational companies and Government Jobs.
We have so many Diploma Courses like Diploma in CT Scan Technology
 Diploma in basic life support
 Diploma in Emergency Care Technician
 Diploma in Ultra Sonography
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